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1. Introduction. Dedeic and Sara pa [ 4] proved some theorems on common 
fixed points for two commuting mappings on complete Menger space. They extended 
the Ciric's results, which proved the fixed point theorem for generalized 
contractions. As another consequence of his result, they proved several fixed point 
theorems for two commuting mappings on complete metric spaces. Dodeic and 
Sara pa [6] proved some theorems on common fixed point for a sequence of mappings 
on complete monger space. They proved several fixed point theorems for a sequence 
of continuous mappings. Dedeic and Sarapa [6] also proved and generalized several 
known results of Sehgal and Bharucha Reid [8] and their own result and established 
a theorem on common fixed point for three mappings on complete Menger space. 
Before establishing the theorem, the assumed that (X,F,t) is a complete Menger 
space with continuous T-norm t, where t(a,b)=min(a,b) for a,b E [0,1]. 

In 1992, Beg and Azam [1] gave a stochastic version as: Let (X,d) be a polish 
space that is a separable complete metric space and (Q;(t) be a measurable space. 
Let 2X be the family of all subsets of X, K(X) be the family of all non-empty closed 
subsets of X. Let T:X -7 CB(X) be a mapping and {xn} be a sequence in X. The 
sequence {xn} is said to be asymptotically T-regular with respect of F, if d 

(Fxn, Txn)-70. 

Beg and Azam [2] proved that a random coincidence points of compatible 
random coincidence points of compatible random multivalued operators. Mappings 
T:X-7CB(X) and F:X-7X are compatible if whenever there is a sequence in X 
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satisfying lim li'xnelim Txn (provided lim Fxn exist and lim Txn exist in CB(X)), 
then lim H(FTxn,TFx,)=O where His Hausdorff metric space on CB(X) induced by 
the metric space on CB(X) induced by the metric d. Beg and Azam [8] generalized 
Jungck [9] gives random operators f· OxX->X and T:OXX->CB(X) are compatible 
if f'(w,.) and T(w,.) are compatible for each we 0. 

2. Random Fixed Point of Random Multivalued Generalized 
Contractions. Handom fixed point theorems are stochastic generalization of 
classical fixed point theorem required for the theory of random equations. 'l'his 
section is in continuation of generalization of Beg and Shahzad [3], the existence 
of a common random fixed point of two random multivalued genralized contractbn 
by using functional inequality. 

3. Preliminaries. Let (X,d) be a polish space that is a separable complete 
metric space and (.Q,(t) be measurable space. The polish space (X,F) is said to be 
"Probabilistic Polish Space" if the following conditions hold : (i) F(x,y)(O)=O; (ii) 

F(x,y)(t)=l iff x=y; (iii) F(x,y/t)=l"(y,x)(t); (iv) F(x,y)(t1)=1 and F(y,z)(t2 )=1, then 
F(x,z)(t1+t2 )=1. Condition (ii) is equivalent to the statement x=y iff Fx,y=H. We 
remark that any metric space may be regarded as PM-space indeed, if (X,d) is a 
metric space, then we define for each x and y in X, the distribution function F x,y as 
follows: Fxjt)=H(t-d(x,y)). Let 2Xbe a family of all subsets of X and CB(X) denote 
the family of all non-empty bounded closed subests of X. A mapping T:rl->2x, is 
called measurable if for any open subset C of X, T-1(C)= {we O:T(w)nC;t~}E (t. A 
mapping 1;:0->X is said .to be measurable selector of a measurable mapping 
T:.Q->2x, if I; is measurable and for any we 0, /;(w)e T(w). A mapping {'.QXX-7X is 
called random operator if for any xeX, f(.,X) is .measurable. A mapping 
T:OXX-7CB(X) is a random multivalued operator if for every xeX, T(.,X) is 
measurable. A measurable mapping 1;:.Q->X is called random fixed point of a random 
multivalued operator T:O. '><.X--'7CB(X) (f".Q xX->X) if for every WE Q, 

/;(w)E T(w,l;(w)(f(w,l;(w)))= /;(w). Let T:.QxX->CB(X) be a random operator and {/;n} 

a sequence of meaurabl~ mapping sn:.Q-7X. The sequence {Sn} is said to be 
asymtotically T-regular if d(/;n(w),T(w,l;n(w))---70. 

In 1992, Beg and Azam [1] proved a fixed point on asymptotically regular 
multivalued mappings. Recentrly Beg and Shahzad [3] further extended ra11dom 
fixed points of multivalued mapping satisfying more general contractive type 
conditions. ~ 

In the present paper we give generalized version of a result of Beg and 
Shahzad [3] in probabilistic polish space in the form of the following theorem : 

4. Theorem. Let (X,Q) be a Probabilistic Polish Space. Let S:QXX-7CB(X) 
be a continuous random multfoalued operator, if there exists measurable mapping 
a:0-7(0,1): 
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F~(rn,x),S(co,y)(t) 2 Fx,S(co,x)(t/a(ro ))+ Fy,S(ro,y)(t/a(ro )) 

f'or all x,yE X, (J.)E Q and a( (J.)) is non-negative a( (J.))<2 with then there exists a random 
f'ixed point of' S. 
Proof. Let s0:.Q->X be an arbitrary measuable mapping and choose a measurable 

mapping s:.Q-7X such that s1(co)E S(co,so(co)) for each COE.Q then for COE.Q 

F:c:;(co,so(<o)),S(w,l;(<u))(t) 2 Ji~o(w),S(<1l,l',o(w)/t/ a((l) )) + F~l (co),S(co,s1 (co))(t/a(co )) . 

It further implies that there exists a measurable mapping s2 :.Q-7X for any 

WE ~l , sArn) E S(co,c;(co )) ; 

F' (t) = F, (t) · s1(co).s 2 (rn) S(rn,so(rn)),S(m,1',((J))) ' 

Fs1 (rn).s2(rn)(t)?. Fl',0 (w),1',1 ((\)) (t/ a(co ))+ ~1 (rn).s2 (<o)(t/a(ro )) ' 

F~ 1 (rn),1',z(rn )(1- t/ a(co ))t 2 Fi;
0

((tl),si (co)(t/ a(ro )) 

=> Fs1 ((tl),i;2(co)(t) 2 Fso(ro).s1 ((\))(t/(a(ro )-1)) 

=> Fs1 (<ll),s2((tl)(t) 2 Fso(ro),1',1(co)(t/ k)' 
where h=a(ro)-1<1. 

(I) 

There exists a measurable mapping s3 :.Q-7X such that for any COE n, 
s3 (co)E S(co,t;,2 (ro)) and 

Fl',i{co),1', 3 (rn)(t) = Fs(~»s1((\))),S(<o,s2(rn))(t) 
2 Fi;1 ((J)),s((tl,1;1 (co))(t/ a(ro ))+ F1;2 (rn),S((tl,i;

2
(ro))(t/a(ro )) 

2 Fs, ((J)),i;
2
(co)(t/a((l) )) + Fi;2((tl),i;a{ro)(t/a((l) )) 

=> Fs
2

(m),i;
3 
(rn)(l -1/ a(ro )) 2 Fi;i((J),),i; 2 (~i)(t/a(ro )) 

=> Fi;2(co).sa(m)(t) 2 Fs1 (m),1;
2
((tl)(t/(a(ro )-1)). 

Then by (I) 

Fi;
1
(rn),i;

2
(w)(t/(a(ro )-1)) 2 Fi;

0
(w),i;

1 
(w)(t/ (a(ro )-1)2

) 

2 Fi;0 (w),1',~(ro)(t/k2 ). 

Then we have 

F1;2 (w).s
3
(w)(t) 2 Fs1 (ro),i;

2
(rn)(t/(a(ro )-1)) 2 Fso(ro),i;,(ro)~/ (a(ro )-1)2) 

=> Fs2(ro),sa(ro)(t) 2 Fi;1 (w),1;2(ro)(t/ k) 2 F1;0(w),1',1(ro)(t/ k
2

) • 

Similarly proceeding in the same way induction we produce a sequence of 
measurable mapping Sn :Q-7X and 

FSn (ro),Sn+I (ro)(t) 2 F1;0 (w),s1(ro) (t/ kn) 
Further more for m > n 
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F. () ( )(t)>F.. () ( )(t)+F () ( )(t)+ +F () ( )(t) l;ll ro .l;ffl (t) - . ~ti (t) .~fl! 1 (t) . ~n+l (I) '~fl·t·2 (() • • • ~m~J co .c,"' <O 

>- Fc.o(m),s1 (co)(l/ kn + 1/ kn+l + ... + 1/km-1 Jt) 
>- F~o(<ll),~ 1 (m) {(1+1/ k + 1/ k2 + ... + 1/ km-n-I )/kn kt) 

>- Fi;0 (o>),~ 1 (w)((l--k)/ k" Jt )-> 1-A, 

Le. /i~,.(m),i;.,.(co)(t )-> 1--A,. 

It follows that {sn (ro )} is a Cauchy sequence for y > 0 and any WE n, 

S2y,i{ul)E s(w,s2y(w)) then there exists a measurable mapping s:.O->X such that 

s,/w)->s(w) for each (J)E n. It farther implies that S2y+1<w)->s(w) 

Fi;(w ),.S(rn,s(rn )) (t) >- lFs(rn),<;2, .i (rn) (t), 11~2 , .i ("' ),(1,,,1;("')) (t) J 

>- lfi~(co),i;(m)(t),J~(rn),(S(m),i;(c.>))Kt)-> 0 

i.e. {s 2r+1} is an asymptotically S-regular. 

Consider 

Fi;(rn),S(rn,i;(co))(t) >- Ji~(rn),i;(co)(t/ a(w )) + Fi;(co),S(rn,i;(co)/t/ a(w )) 

=> Fi;(co),S(rn,i;(co))(l-1/a(ro))t >-1 

=> F~(rn),S(co,i;(cu))(t) >- a(ro )/(a(ro )-1) 

=> s(w)E S(m,C,(ro)) 
i.e. s(m) is a fixed point of s. 
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